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Author’s response to reviews:

I thank "The Independent Editorial Production Team" for the assistance in processing the manuscript.

We satisfied the request for Major revisions as follows:
- the title, OK
- the author list, OK
- the website links (removed-unfunctioning links have been substituted)
- table 1 (division in A, B, C has been removed)
- shading and colours within tables, OK
- *** Table 5 – referred to in the main text – is not included because it is not OUR Table, but a table of the Interphone text that we cite ***
- our tables have been created using Word program; I do not know "Tables tool", I apologise. I hope this is not an obstacle. In case, let me know, please.
- figure 3 has been separated into three different items

We satisfied the request for Minor revisions as follows:
- highlighting, OK
- titles have been removed from figures
- vertical lines have been removed from tables
- copies of the manuscript are not included in the "Additional files".